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Welcome! In this tutorial we're going to continue our analogy about the 
anatomy of a webpage. Today we are going to take a look at how CSS is 
used to style and customize web pages.  This course is intended for 
those with no prior CSS experience and will use demonstrative examples 
and metaphors to explain different elements.

------ VISUAL (showing shirts)

To continue with the human-webpage metaphor, CSS styles a webpage 
similar to the way that we choose clothes to style ourselves.  

------ TECH

CSS defines how to display HTML elements by using rules.

A CSS rule consists of a selector and a declaration.
 
h1 {color: red;}

The selector is what part of the HTML is being stylized, usually referring 
to a tag.  Here, “h1” refers to the header tag <h1>. The declaration: color 
red then tells the browser to display all texts in any header1 tags to be 
the color red.

------ VISUAL (picking out shirt)

For our human metaphor, it is like selecting the category “shirt” and then 
selecting a color you want the shirt to be.

------ TECH

In addition to styling all of a particular HTML tag, you can set your own 
selectors, which can be added into your HTML tags.  These selectors will 
affect only tags with that id or class, making it unique from other tags of 
the same type.

So lets say we had 2 headers like before. Lets give one of them a unique 
selector of “group1” to single it out from the other header tags.



#group1{ color:green;}

------ VISUAL (jacket swap)

In our human example, lets say we wanted to just change the jacket and 
not all the shirts. We can use the selector “jacket” and change it to style: 
hoodie, so only the jacket is changed and not the other clothes in the 
same group.

If we wrote this in a mock css format, it may look like this:

#jacket {style: hoodie;}

------  TECH

You can use a class selector to affect a group of HTML tags using that 
class.  For example, 

.center {text-align:center;} 

makes it so that every element with class =“center” will be aligned to the 
center.

------VISUAL (striped shirt)

For our human example, lets give our t-shirt a striped class.

.striped {color: green and white striped;}

------ OUTRO

CSS creates the skin and the clothes to cover the basic HTML skeleton to 
make it more appealing to the eye as well as easier to understand.. A 
webpage with only HTML can function, but CSS will make it much more 
appealing and easier to understand. 


